SSHRC Doctoral Fellowships Competition
SFU Student Deadline
October 1st, 11:59 PM

Complete Early


☐ Create an online account through https://webapps.nserc.ca/SSHRC/faces/logon.jsp
  - Inside SSHRC’s system, you will need to create a Curriculum Vitae AND an Application Form.

☐ Order official transcripts (you will scan & upload them as 1 PDF)

☐ Decide who your two Letter of Appraisal writers (referees) will be.
  - Provide your referees with concrete examples of your experiences as they relate to SSHRC's selection criteria.
  - Referees can be from beyond academic community.

Tasks to be completed

☐ Complete and verify the SSHRC Curriculum Vitae

☐ Complete all SSHRC Doctoral Awards Application text sections

☐ Invite your two referees under Referees: give them a Complete by date BEFORE September 30

☐ Finalize and upload your Research Proposal (max 2 pages)

☐ Finalize and upload your Bibliography and Citations (max 5 pages)

☐ Finalize and upload your Research Contributions (max 2 pages)
  - Specific headers and sections are mandatory; check the SSHRC instructions for a description

☐ OPTIONAL upload Allowable Inclusions (if applicable, max 1 page)
  - Only include this to explain any special circumstances that may have affected your research, professional career, record of academic or research achievement, or completion of degree.

☐ OPTIONAL upload Justification(s) & Sport Participation (max 1 page each)
  - Aileen Ross - complete if you are pursuing poverty-related research in sociology
  - Queen’s Fellowship - complete if you have just/are entering a program in Canadian studies
  - Minds - complete if your area is related to MINDS Policy Challenges and/or Canada’s defence policy
  - Sport Initiative - if your area is related to participation in sport

☐ Complete, Verify, and Submit your SSHRC Doctoral Award Application.
  - Be careful - the delete button is dangerously close to the submit button.

Contact the Graduate & Postdoctoral Studies Awards Team
gpsaward@sfu.ca | 778-782-3042

Drop In "Ask Us" Scholarship Sessions
Maggie Benston Centre, Room #1500

Wednesdays & Thursdays | July 31 - Sept 12 | 9:30am - 11:30am
Thursday | Sept 19 and Sept 26 | 9:00am - 11:30am